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Monday - Friday, 8AM to 4:30PM

P for Portable
P stands for portable. A wheel kit and transport bar is included 

in the kit, this makes the lift portable to use it anywhere you 

want!

2800KG Capacity
With a lifting capacity of 2800KG the LiftMotive 

LM-2800MR-P is the best solution for your garage

Set of 8 Steel Lift Pads
Four low and four high pads are included
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Low-Mid Rise Lifts

2.800-kg. Capacity / Mid-Rise Lift / Frame Lift

LiftMotive LM-2800MR-P Mid Rise Portable Scissor lift.

It is the perfect lift for commercial quick service bays and tire 

service specialists that need extra lifting height. It easily lifts a 

2.800kg car or truck to a comfortable working height without 

requiring the user to position arms under the lifting points ofof  

the vehicle.

Features

Automatic Engaging Safety Locks
The lift is equipped with two high quality automatic engagingng 

safety locks. The manual release wipes out the need for a 

pneumatic air supply.

208-240V AC Mobile Power Unit
The durable hydraulic power-unit works on a 208-240V 
power-supply. This means it’s the perfect setup for your home 
garage!

Lockable Ramps
Ramps are lockable at full extension. This means the maximum 

lift point spread is adjustable for short and long wheelbased 

cars.
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LM-2800MR-P
Low-Mid Rise Lifts

2.800-kg. Capacity / Mid-Rise Lift / Frame Lift

A
Max. Length lift points 2000MM

B
Min. Length lift points 1555MM

C Overall Width 1000MM

D Top Platform Width 915MM

E
Max. Height 1330MM

F
Bottom Platform Width 1000MM

G Total lenght 2630MM

H Minimum height 
Minimum height + Low pads

110MM
154MM

Specifi cations
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